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Rodney Morrison submits this brief in reply to Points Two through

Seven of the government's "Response and Reply Brief' ("Gov. Reply Br.,,).l

We maintain the same Point numbers used in Mr. Morrison's opening brief

and reply only to those portions of the government's brief that we believe

will benefit from additional briefing.'

Point Two

MORRISON WAS WRONGLY PROSECUTED
UNDER COUNT TWO UPON A THEORY THE

COURT OF APPEALS IN CAYUGA
AUTHORITATIVELY HELD MAY NOT SUPPORT

A CONVICTION UNDER TAX LAW § 471

We argued in our opening brief that Morrison was wrongly convicted

of conduct that is not a crime under the New York Court of Appeals'

decision in Cayuga Indian Nation of New York v. Gould, 14 N.Y.3d 614

(2010) ("Cayuga"), viz., conspiring to sell unstamped cigarettes on the

Poospatuck reservation in CCTA quantities in alleged violation of New

York Tax Law § 471. Cayuga in fact "precludes reliance on Tax Law § 471

as the sole basis to sanction Nation retailers for alleged noncompliance with

Point One of the government's brief relates to its appeal of the district court's
order dismissing Count Two of the Indictment; Morrison is not permitted to reply to this
roint.

We do not further address Point Seven of our opening brief ("Morrison's
Consolidated Br.") - questioning on Commerce Clause grounds the court's instruction
that the interstate commerce requirement of 18 U.S.C. § 922(g) is satisfied if the gun ever
traveled between states, other than to note the recent dissent of Justices Thomas and
Scalia from the denial of certiorari in Alderman v. United States, 131 S.Ct. 700 (2011)
(Mem)

1
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the New York Tax Law." 14 N.Y.3d at 653. The single exception noted in

Cayuga to this prohibition is the "bulk sale of cigarettes to a party that

intends to resell them offthe reservation." Id. at 653 (emphasis added). The

district court had rejected Morrison's requested instruction that the

government prove that Morrison, through his conduct, aided and abetted off

reservation sales, and instructed the jury that the govermnent need only

prove that Morrison sold CCTA quantities of unstamped cigarettes on the

reservation. Thus, Morrison was convicted of conduct that the New York

Court of Appeals has authoritatively held is not a crime.

The government's reply essentially ignores Cayuga's actual holding

and the narrow scope of the exception for on-reservation distributions

intended for off-reservation resale, and attempts to re-cast Cayuga in a way

the government finds more palatable. The govermnent tells this Court that

the "true basis" for Cayuga's narrow exception "was whether or not they

involved sales to consumers for personal consumption." Gov. Reply Br. at

15. The government selectively and misleadingly quotes how Cayuga

supposedly "framed the issue before it" and then draws upon Cayuga's

quotation of this Court's summary decision in United States v. Kaid, 241

Fed. Appx. 747 (2d Cir. 2007), Gov. Reply Br. at 15, as supposed support

for its re-write of Cayuga's holding. What Cayuga in fact concluded after

2
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discussing Kaid, however, is this:

As is evident from Kaid, the complex calculation and collection
issues raised when a state attempts to collect sales taxes from
Indian retailers (such as determining which cigarettes possessed
for potential sale must contain tax stamps and which need not,
and which sales are exempt from taxation because they involve
Indian consumers and which are not) are not present when a
wholesaler or distributor, whether Indian or otherwise, makes a
bulk sale of cigarettes to a party that intends to resell them off
the reservation. The federal tax exemption applies only to on
reservation sales to Indians for their personal use-there is no
exemption allowing Indians to engage in the wholesale
distribution of untaxed cigarettes destined for off-reservation
sales.

Cayuga, 14 N.Y.3d at 653 (emphasis added). Twice within the quoted

passage, the Cayuga Court limits the exception to its broad holding to

distribution of wholesale quantities of untaxed cigarettes to parties that

intend to sell the cigarettes offthe reservation. The government argues that

these references to "off-reservation sales" are mere observations of "the

natural and probable consequence that would follow large-scale on-

reservation sales of cigarettes to retailers" but "does not mean that on-

reservation sales to retailers may be prosecuted only where off-reservation

sales are also proved." Gov. Reply Br. at 16.

The government's conclusion, however, simply reads out of Cayuga a

clear and indisputable part of its holding (and suggests an interpretation of §

471 that no reasonable person could have anticipated, consistent with the

3
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vagueness/due process rssue we raise in Point One of our mam brief).

Cayuga's holding that § 471 may not be invoked to sanction mere on

reservation sales - absent evidence of intent to resell off-reservation - was

both factually and legally reasonable. Some on-reservation sales in fact are

inter-business transfers - such as between reservation retailers - for resale to

consumers on the reservation. For example, on-reservation retailers often

sell inventory to other reservation smoke shops, or to reservation gas stations

that also sell cigarettes. These smoke shops and gas stations in turn resell

the cigarettes to consumers on the reservation.

Additionally, substantial Supreme Court precedent limits a state's

authority to tax anyon-reservation commerce absent adequate statutory

guidelines or related regulations that protect the right of reservation Indians

to purchase tax-free products. Article 1 § 8, cl. 3 of the Constitution

empowers Congress to "regulate Commerce ... with the Indian Tribes," and

the federal Indian Trader Statutes were enacted to regulate trade with Native

Americans. Department of Taxation and Finance of New York v. Milhelm

Attea & Bros., Inc., 512 U.S. 61, 70 (1994). 25 U.S.C. § 261 provides: "The

Commissioner of Indian Affairs shall have the sole power and authority to

appoint traders to the Indian tribes and to make such rules and regulations as

he may deem just and proper specifying the kind and quantity of goods and

4
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the prices at which such goods shall be sold to the Indians." The Supreme

Court's decision in Warren Trading Post Co. v. Arizona Tax Comm'n, 380

U.S. 685 (1965), suggested that "no state regulation ofIndian traders can be

valid," Milhelm Attea, 512 U.S. at 71. Subsequent decisions limited this

sweeping prohibition, but made clear that on-reservation cigarette sales

could be taxed only pursuant to an integrated statutory or regulatory scheme

that provided a sufficient supply of tax-free cigarettes for reservation

Indians. Thus, in Moe v. Confederated Salish and Kootenai Tribes of

Flathead Reservation, 425 U.S. 463, 475-481 (1976), the Court approved a

Montana law that required Indian retailers on tribal land to collect a state

cigarette tax imposed on sales to non-Indian consumers. But in Moe and

other cases approving state cigarette tax legislation, the approved laws

always included statutory language or regulations that assured that the

collection of the tax would impose no more than a "minimal burden" on

Indian retailers and assure an adequate supply of tax-free cigarettes to

reservation Indians. Milhelm Attea, 512 U.S. at 71-74 (citing Moe, supra,

425 U.S. 463 (1976) and Washington v. Confederated Tribes of Colville

Reservation, 447 U.S. 134 (1980».

By contrast, New York Tax Law § 471 contained none of the required

statutory or regulatory language that assured that only "minimal burdens"

5
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would be imposed on reservation retailers required to collect the tax and that

an adequate supply of untaxed cigarettes would be available for sale to

reservation Indians. The New York Court of Appeals in Cayuga recognized

these deficiencies in § 471, but suggested it was not an impediment to

prosecution where Indians "engage in the wholesale distribution of untaxed

cigarettes destined for off-reservation sales." 14 N.Y.3d at 653. This is

properly so, since nothing in Article 1 § 8, cl. 3 of the Constitution, or in the

Indian Trader Statutes, or in the relevant Supreme Court case law, limits the

states from prosecuting on-reservation sales intended for illegal off

reservation resale. In such cases, the reservation retailers would be aiding

and abetting illegal off-reservation sales and/or conspiring to make such

sales. Lacking evidence of such intent, however, states may not prosecute

purely on-reservation sales absent the required statutory language or related

regulations required by the case law - which the relevant version of § 471

lacked. Nothing in the Supreme Court precedent suggests an exception be

provided where it is determined, post hoc, that an on-reservation sale

exceeded a certain quantity; rather, either the required statutory scheme

exists - in which case purely on-reservation sales, even absent intent to

resell off the reservation, may be regulated - or it does not exist, in which

case such sales may not be regulated. Thus, the language in Cayuga that the

6
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government suggests was surplusage - that states may punish on-reservation

bulk transactions"destinedfor off-reservation sales" - was thoughtfully part

of Cayuga's holding in order to assure that prosecutions did not run afoul of

Supreme Court precedent. In any event, this limiting language was included

in Cayuga twice and should not be ignored because inconvenient to the

government's argument.

Point Three

THE TRIAL COURT ERRED WHEN IT DENIED
MORRISON'S MOTION, UNDER FED.R.CRIM.P.
29 AND COLLATERAL ESTOPPEL PRINCIPLES,
TO DISMISS THE CCTA RACKETEERING ACTS

FROM COUNT TWO (RICO CONSPIRACY)
AFTER DISMISSING THE SAME ACTS FROM

COUNT ONE (RICO) FOR INSUFFICENT
EVIDENCE

The principal briefs of the parties pinpoint the two issues presented to

this Court by the district court's denial of the Rule 29 motion with respect to

the CCTA Racketeering Acts alleged in Count Two (RICO conspiracy)

following its grant of the Rule 29 motion as to Count One (RICO). The first

is whether the district court was permitted to weigh the sufficiency of the

evidence against a theory that the government had explicitly abandoned and

repeatedly disavowed to gain strategic advantage. The second is whether

collateral estoppel principles required that the Rule 29 motion be granted as

to the CCTA Racketeering Acts charged in Count Two after the district

7
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court found the evidence legally insufficient to prove these same

Racketeering Acts as charged in Count One.

A. Morrison's Rule 29 Motion Should Have Been Judged Against
The Theory Of Prosecution To Which The Government Had
Committed Itself

The government argues that Morrison cites "no authority for the

proposition that a district court should grant a Rule 29 motion despite

finding that the evidence supports the charges in the indictment based upon a

change in the government's theory of the prosecution." Gov. Reply Br. at

21. Thus, the argument goes, Morrison's claim is merely one of "trial error"

for which he is entitled to relief only ifhe demonstrates prejudice. Id.

To be sure, neither party has cited a case directly on point, which may

simply mean the government has never before attempted such a brazen and

cynical about-face in its theory of prosecution to evade a meritorious Rule

29 motion. This Court will recall that the government initially flip-flopped

into its trial theory of prosecution - that Morrison aided and abetted off-

reservation sales of untaxed cigarettes - in order to defeat Morrison's pre-

trial vagueness/due process motion. Morrison could not succeed in his claim

that a reasonable person would not have known on-reservation cigarette

sales were unlawful because, the government explained, he was not being

prosecuted for on-reservation sales, but rather for aiding and abetting off-

8
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reservation sales. See Morrison's Consolidated Brief at 14, citing Docs. 372,

388. Based on the government's commitment to pursue - exclusively - a

claim that Morrison aided and abetted unlawful offreservation sales, the

district court denied Morrison's motion. At the end of the government's

direct case and after Morrison moved to dismiss the CCTA Racketeering

Acts from Count One, the district court carefully and repeatedly made sure

that all parties were on the same page regarding the theory upon which the

government tried its case and against which Morrison's Rule 29 motion must

be judged. Id. at 15-16; GA 183-84. The government repeatedly reaffirmed

that its theory was solely and exclusively that Morrison aided and abetted off

reservation sales. GA 184 ("In fact, the government, while still pursuing its

off-reservation theory, made a suggestion, out of the presence of the jury,

that the Court include within its charge an instruction that on-reservation

sales did not violate the CCTA, apparently referring to sales not only to

Native Americans but also to non-Native Americans. Id. at 9482."). The

district court then rendered the only ruling that was consistent with this

theory - it dismissed the CCTA Racketeering Acts from Count One.

It was at this point that the government asked permission to alter its

theory of prosecution in an effort to avoid a similar fate for the pending Rule

29 motion made with respect to the CCTA Racketeering Acts charged in

9
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Count Two. But the evidence by then was closed on the govemment's

direct case. The govemment had tried its case based on the exclusive theory

it had previously adopted, and the issue before the court, under Rule 29, was

whether "the evidence [was] insufficient to sustain a conviction."

Fed.R.Crim.P. 29(a). The govemment would add to the quoted statutory

language, "under any theory the government belatedly conjures - even one it

had explicitly and repeatedly abandoned to obtain strategic advantage."

Notwithstanding the dearth of case law addressing the issue, it is

inconceivable that Congress expected that the govemment would not be held

to its announced - and exclusive - theory of prosecution when the court

assessed defendant's Rule 29 motion, but rather would be permitted to assert

a theory of prosecution that had been expressly abandoned to gain strategic

advantage. To conclude otherwise defeats the reasonable expectations of

the parties and encourages precisely the type of cynical game paying

engaged in by the govemment in this case. This Court should not sanction,

much less reward, the government's conduct.

B. Collateral Estoppel Required The Dismissal Of The CCTA
Racketeering Acts From Count Two After They Were Dismissed
For Insufficient Evidence From Count One

The government argues that collateral estoppel did not require the

dismissal of the CCTA Racketeering Acts from Count Two after they were

10
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dismissed from Count One under Rule 29 because (1) the court in fact did

not find the evidence "insufficient as a matter of law," Gov. Reply Br. at 23

("that is not what happened here") and (2) "[t]he law is clear that collateral

estoppel does not bar conviction on one count based upon an acquittal

rendered on a different count at the same trial." Gov. Reply Br. at 24.

The government's argument that the court did not find the evidence

"insufficient as a matter of law" is specious, since by definition a court's

grant of a Rule 29 motion means the court has found "the evidence is

insufficient to sustain a conviction" as a matter of law. Rule 29(a). The

government may not like the district court's ruling, but it cannot reasonably

argue that the court's grant of the Rule 29 motion was not a finding of

insufficiency as a matter oflaw.

Equally flawed is the government's interpretation of the application of

collateral estoppel to rulings made during the same proceeding. The

government bases its argument on the rule that collateral estoppel is not

implicated by a jury's return of inconsistent verdicts:

As the Court explained in [United States v. Powell, 469 U.S. 57, 64
65 (1984)], collateral estoppel is "predicated on the assumption that
the jury acted rationally and found certain facts in reaching its
verdict." 469 U.S. at 68. However, where "the same jury reached
inconsistent results[,] ... principles of collateral estoppel ... are no
longer useful." Id. The same rule should apply to inconsistent rulings
by the same judge during the course of a single trial.

11
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3

Gov. Reply Br. at 24-25. The government's argument should be rejected for

two unassailable reasons. First, the concern that animated the Powell

Court's rejection of collateral estoppel with respect to inconsistent jury

verdicts is that such inconsistent verdicts may simply reflect a jury

compromise rather than a decision that the evidence was insufficient as a

matter oflaw; it is not clear in such instances "whose ox has been gored."

Powell, 469 U.S. at 65. Where, however, a court grants a Rule 29 motion it

does so, by definition, as a matter oflaw; the government may disagree with

the court's ruling but it cannot reasonably argue the court's ruling reflects a

compromise rather than a ruling as a matter oflaw.'

Indeed, any doubt that factual findings within the same case may have

collateral estoppel affect was laid to rest by Yeager v. United States, 129

S.Ct. 2360 (2009), decided after the verdict in the instant case, where prior

jury acquittals on certain counts were deemed to bar retrial on counts as to

which the jury had been hung at the first trial, where one of the elements of

the hung counts depended in part on facts necessarily found against the

As the above-noted quotation from Powell makes clear, the Court rejected the
application of collateral estoppel to inconsistent jury verdicts because the doctrine would
apply only if it could be assumed "the jury acted rationally and found certain facts in
reaching the verdict" - an assumption the Court was not willing to indulge in light of the
possibility of jury compromise, etc. The government's reliance on Powell's language to
defeat the application of collateral estoppel in the face of the district court's grant of a
Rule 29 motion necessarily - and unacceptably -- asks this Court to similarly conclude
that the district court's Rule 29 finding in this case does not reflect a rational fact finding
process.

12
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4

government by virtue of the first verdict. If collateral estoppel applies in

that instance, then a fortiori it applies where, as here, the district court's

ruling identifies, as a matter oflaw, the gored ox.

Additionally, and not discussed by the government in its brief, the

Supreme Court in Yeager understood full well that its decision applied

collateral estoppel principals within the same proceeding. As Justice Scalia

observed in dissent, without contradiction, "Today's holding ... interprets the

Double Jeopardy Clause, for the first time, to have effect internally within a

single prosecution, even though the criminal proceedings against [the]

accused have not run their full course." 129 S.Ct. at 2372-73 (Scalia, 1.,

dissenting) (quoting Justices ofBoston Muncipal Court v. Lydon, 466 U.S.

294,308 (1984)) (internal quotations omitted)."

After Yeager there remains no question that the district court's Rule

29 order (1) found the evidence insufficient to prove that Morrison

committed the CCTA Racketeering Acts alleged in Count One (RICO); and

(2) this finding collaterally estopped the government from attempting to

prove these same Racketeering Acts with regard to Count Two (RICO

Conspiracy).

As Justice Scalia observed: "That the Government issued a new indictment after
the mistrial in this case does not alter the fact that, for double jeopardy purposes, retrial
would have been part of the same, initial proceeding." 129 S.Ct. at 2372 n.2 (Scalia, J.,
dissenting).

13
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Point Four

THE TRIAL COURT ERRONEOUSLY RULED
THAT MORRISON COULD BE FOUND TO HAVE

VIOLATED THE CCTA, OR TO HAVE
CONSPIRED TO HAVE DONE SO, WITHOUT ANY

KNOWLEDGE THAT HE WAS SELLING
"CONTRABAND" CIGARETTES OR THAT HIS

CONDUCT WAS WRONGFUL IN ANY WAY

The Government's Reply Brief argues that the CCTA creates an

offense lacking any mens rea requirement and that the government therefore

needed to prove only that Morrison knowingly sold the requisite quantity of

unstamped cigarettes and not that he knowingly sold "contraband"

cigarettes, i.e., cigarettes that he knew required a stamp. The government's

analysis, however, evidences continuing confusion over the proper mens rea

required to prove a violation of the CCTA. The government additionally

fails to rebut our argument that the CCTA conspiracy charge against

Morrison required the government to prove that Morrison at least understood

that his conduct was wrongful, lest he be convicted of a 20-year offense

based on nothing other than his mere agreement to sell CCTA quantities of

cigarettes on the reservation without any evidence that knew such conduct

was in any way wrongful.

14
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A. Morrison Could Not Properly Be Convicted Under The CCTA
Without Proof That He Knew The Cigarettes Sold By Peace Pipe
Were "Contraband," i.e., That He Knew They Were Required To
- But Did Not - Bear Stamps Reflecting The Payment Of
Applicable New York State Taxes (Regardless of Whether He
Knew That Sales Of Such Unstamped Cigarettes In Fact Violated
§ 471 Or The CCTA)

As we explained in our openmg brief, regardless whether the

government was required to prove that Morrison knew his conduct was

criminal, the CCTA does require, at the least, that the government prove the

"legal" element that Morrison "knowingly" sold cigarettes that were

"contraband," i.e. knowing the cigarettes required a stamp. This much is

apparent from the plain language of 18 U.S.C. § 2342, which provides it is

"unlawful for any person knowingly to ship, transport, receive, possess, sell,

distribute, or purchase contraband cigarettes..." (emphasis added). As we

demonstrated in our opening brief, absent contrary legislative intent,

"knowingly" modifies each of the terms that appear thereafter. Morrison's

Consolidated Br. at 79-80, citing Flores-Figueroa v. United States, 129 S.Ct.

1886 (2009). The govermnent claims that "Flores-Figueroa is readily

distinguishable, however, because in this case, the issue is whether the

adverb 'knowingly' extends to a legal requirement rather than an issue of

fact" and that, "As noted before, the general rule is that the term 'knowingly'

in a statute does not require knowledge of the law." Gov. Reply Br. at 36.
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The government's attempt to distinguish the statutory analysis of

Flores-Figueroa is unavailing. Flores-Figueroa's analysis of what

"knowingly" naturally modifies is not limited, as the government claims it

is, to "whether the adverb 'knowingly' extends to a legal requirement rather

than an issue of fact." On the contrary, Flores-Figueroa first held, broadly,

that, "[a]s a matter of ordinary English grammar, it seems natural to read the

statute's word 'knowingly' as applying to all the subsequently listed

elements of the crime." 129 S.Ct. at 1890. It then rejected precisely the

argument the government makes here, citing with approval the application of

this rule by the Court in Liparota v. United States, 471 U.S. 419 (1985)

(holding that "knowingly" applied to the phrase "in any manner not

authorized by law"), "despite the legal cliche 'ignorance of the law is no

excuse.''' 129 S.Ct. at 1891. Thus, the very rule that the government

proposes - to limit what "knowingly" modifies to terms that do not relate to

a "legal" element - has been expressly rejected by the Supreme Court. 5 See

5 The Supreme Court in Liparota elaborated as follows:

Our holding today no more creates a "mistake of law"
defense than does a statute making knowing receipt of
stolen goods unlawful. ... In both cases, there is a legal
element in the definition of the offense. In the case of a
receipt-of-stolen-goods statute, the legal element is that
the goods were stolen; in this case, the legal element is
that the "use, transfer, acquisition," etc. were in a
manner not authorized by statute or regulations. It is not
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also Model Penal Code, § 2.02(4) ("When the law defining an offense

prescribes the kind of culpability that is sufficient for the commission of an

offense, without distinguishing among the material elements thereof, such

provision shall apply to all the material elements of the offense, unless a

contrary purpose plainly appears.").

The government attempts to distinguish this case from Liparota by

arguing that the sale of cigarettes in quantities in excess of 60,000 cigarettes

(viz., 5 cases) is a "public welfare" offense, i.e., "a type of conduct that a

reasonable person should know is subject to stringent public regulation and

may seriously threaten the community's health or safety." Gov. Reply Br. at

41 (quoting Liparota, 471 U.S. at 433) (internal quotation marks omitted).)

This case, it argues, is more like United States v. Freed, 401 U.S. 601

(1971), and United States v. International Minerals & Chemical Corp., 402

U.S. 558 (1971), than Liparota - two public welfare offense cases,

a defense to a charge of receipt of stolen goods that one did
not know that such receipt was illegal, and it is not a
defense to a charge of a § 2024(b)(1) violation that one did
not know that possessing food stamps in a manner
unauthorized by statute or regulations was illegal. It is,
however, a defense to a charge of knowing receipt of
stolen goods that one did not know that the goods were
stolen, just as it is a defense to a charge ofa § 2024(b)(I)
violation that one did not know that one's possession was
unauthorized.

471 U.S. at 426 n.9 (citations omitted) (emphasis added).
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concermng the posseSSIOn of unregistered hand grenades and the

transportation of undisclosed sulfuric and hydrofluosilicic acids,

respectively. Gov. Reply Br. at 41 & n.6. This analogy, however, fails. The

fact is that neither New York Tax Law § 471 nor the CCTA is a "public

welfare offense." § 471 is a tax law and the CCTA was enacted to combat

organized crime involvement in cigarette smuggling. Gov. Reply Br. at 34

(quoting United States v. Elshenawy, 801 F.2d 856, 858-59 (6th Cir. 1986».

That the CCTA is not a public welfare law is further evidenced by the

quantity limits imposed by the statute - 60,000 cigarettes at the time of the

charged offense and 10,000 under the amended statute. If the CCTA were

intended to be a public welfare offense, these limits surely would not have

been imposed, since the concern expressed by the government - that

"cigarettes contain an addictive drug and are the cause of a major public

health problem that results in their being subject to extensive government

regulation" (Gov. Reply Br. at 43-44) - is as true of 1 cigarette as 60,000;

certainly no similar quantity thresholds were included in the statutes and

regulations that were the subject of Freed and International Minerals &

Chemical Corp., respectively.

The government claims to find support for its position in the United

States v. Baker, 63 F.3d 1478 (9th Cir. 1995) and United States v.
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Elshenawy, 801 F.2d 856 (6th Cir. 1986). Gov. Reply Br. at 42. For the

reasons stated in Morrison's opening brief (at 89-90) these decisions were

wrongly decided as contrary to the statutory analysis applied in Liparota,

Flores-Figueroa and the other cited cases. In any event, Baker and

Elshenawy are readily distinguishable; neither involved a complex state

regulatory scheme (and the court in Baker in fact described the relevant state

scheme as "quite simple," 63 F.3d at 1492) whereas New York's statute is

"impossibly complex . . . having been subject to as many different

interpretations as there are interpreters." Morrison's Consolidated Br. at

101. Additionally, neither implicated the difficult questions raised by mere

on-reservation sale of unstamped cigarettes, since Baker involved defendants

who acquired unstamped cigarettes on a reservation and transported them off

the reservation and Elshenawy did not concern reservation sales at all.

Finally, the government argues (Gov. Reply Br. at 37), "even

assuming that the. CCTA does require such knowledge [i.e. that Morrison

knew the cigarettes he sold required - but did not bear -- tax stamps], the

district court's supplemental instruction that Morrison did not have to know

the illegality of his conduct was still nevertheless correct." (emphasis

added). This argument simply disregards our position - clearly stated in this

point heading - that the court's initial instructions were defective because
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6

they did not even require the govermnent to prove that Morrison knew that

tax stamps were required, let alone that his sale of such cigarettes was

illegal.

B. The Court Erroneously Instructed The Jury, In Response To
Its Specific Inquiry, That Morrison Could Be Convicted Under
Count Two, RICO Conspiracy, Without A Finding That He
Understood The Unlawful Character Of The Alleged Agreement
To Violate The CCTA

The government argues that Judge Sand's conspiracy instruction, as

well as the numerous cases we cite regarding the government's need to

prove a defendant understood the wrongful character of his alleged

conspiratorial conduct, are distinguishable because they do not concern a

RICO conspiracy but, rather, other conspiracies, such as that defined in the

general conspiracy statute, 18 U.S.C. § 371. Essentially, the government

asserts that a defendant may be convicted of a twenty-year RICO conspiracy

without proof of mens rea even though conviction of a five-year offense

under the general conspiracy statute might in fact require such proof."

The heart of the govermnent's argument is that "this Court has held

that the RICO statutes do not impose any additional mens rea requirement

beyond those for the predicate crimes." Gov. Reply Br. at 38-39. The first

RICO case cited by the govermnent, United States v. Biasucci, 786 F.2d 504,

We observe as well that a § 371 conspiracy at least requires proof of an overt act
whereas a RICO conspiracy does not.
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512 (2d Cir. 1986), did not address the elements ofRlCO conspiracy at all,

but rather of a substantive RlCO charge, reiterating this Court's previously

stated rule that "RlCO imposes no additional mens rea requirement beyond

that found in the predicate crimes." Likewise, none of the other cases cited

by the government hold that mens rea need not be proved in a RlCO

conspiracy prosecution. See United States v. Bagaric, 706 F.2d 42, 53-54

(2d Cir. 1983)(no financial motive need be proved in substantive RlCO

prosecution), abrogated on other grounds, National Organization for

Women, Inc. v. Scheidler, 510 U.S. 249 (1994); United States v. Scotto, 641

F.2d 47, 55-56 (2d Cir. 1980) (district court may have erred in defendant's

favor by implying that government had to prove defendant's "specific

intent" to violate RlCO with respect to RlCO conspiracy charge), abrogated

on other grounds, Reves v. Ernst & Young, 507 U.S. 170 (1993); United

States v. Boylan, 620 F.2d 359, 361-62 (2d Cir. 1980) (substantive RlCO

count "does not include a scienter element over and above that required by

the predicate crimes.").

The government argues that the language we cite from United States

v. Bailey, 444 U.S. 394, 405 (1980), requiring "a heightened mental state"

for "inchoate offenses such as attempt and conspiracy" (see Morrison's

Consolidated Br. at 94) is not persuasive because Bailey "does not say in
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what respect the mental state for inchoate offenses was heightened." Gov.

Reply Br. at 40. But the Court's use of the word "heightened" necessarily

means the mental state necessary to prove conspiracy may be different and

more stringent than that of the substantive crime to which it relates, thus

debunking the argument that conspiracy as a class of offenses necessarily

takes the same mental state as the related substantive offense and can be

proved without evidence of a "heightened" mental state. The Supreme

Court has never receded from this view. United States v. Feola, 420 U.S.

671 (1975) was decided five years before Bailey and concerned the

jurisdictional element of a charge of assaulting a federal officer and not

whether the defendant need be shown to have acted with mens rea - a guilty

mind.

As we did in our openmg brief, we acknowledge that the law

regarding the required mental state that must be proved in conspiracy cases

is not a model of clarity and there are cases that can be cited for both parties'

positions. We suggest, however, that the better argument is one that would

require more to subject a person to a twenty-year term of imprisonment than

that he merely "agreed" with another to do something that the law prohibits

regardless of whether he had any idea that what he was doing was wrong.
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Point Five

THE TRIAL COURT ERRED WHEN IT RULED
THAT THE NATIVE AMERICAN STATUS OF

PEACE PIPE'S CUSTOMERS WAS NOT AN
ELEMENT BUT RATHER AN AFFIRMATIVE

DEFENSE TO THE CCTA RACKETEERING ACTS
AS TO WHICH MORRISON BORE THE BURDEN

OF PRODUCING EVIDENCE

We argued in Morrison's opening brief that the district court erred in

ruling that the non-Native American status of on-reservation purchasers of

cigarettes is an affirmative defense rather than an element of the CCTA

charges. In response, the Government argues, principally, that non-Native.

American status cannot be an element of the offense because of (1) the

"negative" phrasing of the exempting language; (2) the absence of any

explicit mention of Native American status in the CTTA definition of

contraband; and (3) the fact that under the New York tax law, a person

claiming an exception from the cigarette tax has the burden of proof. None

of these factors, however, preclude a finding that non-Native American

status is an element of the CCTA as it pertains to the sale of cigarettes on a

reservation, and both logic and law compel a finding that it is.

The Government, like the district court, gives undue weight to the fact

that the exempting language in the CCTA is clothed as a negative, requiring

proof that the purchasers were not Native American. Gov. Reply Br. at 46-
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47). As discussed in Morrison's opening brief, however, there is no rule that

the government is never required to prove a negative. The Government is

required to "prove all essential facts entering into the description of a crime,

and where the charge is grounded on a negative proposition or where the

negative proposition is an essential element of the crime, the burden is on

the state to prove the charge." Jencks v. United States, 226 F.2d 540, 549

(5th Cir. 1995). The Court's inquiry is not whether the "exception" requires

proof of a negative, but whether the "exception" is so intertwined with the

definition of the offense as to require it to be alleged in the indictment and

proven by the government. United States v. Cook, 84 U.S. 168 (1872).

The Govermnent relies on this Court's decisions in United States v.

Mayo, 705 F.2d 62 (2d Cir. 1983), United States v. Durrani, 835 F.2d 410

(2d Cir. 1987), and similar cases for the proposition that "this Court has

consistently employed this distinction in determining whether a fact is an

element or an affirmative defense." Gov. Reply Br. at 47. Still, the

Government recognizes, as it must, that the placement of the "exception"

within the structure of the statute is but one factor in determining whether it

is an element or an affirmative defense. Further, in a prosecution for

untaxed cigarette sales on sovereign Native American territory, the Native

American status of the purchasers is not a mere technicality or narrow
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exception to a general proviso unlike, for example, the "official use" or

antique gun exceptions in Durrani and Mayo. Rather, the CTTA defines

contraband by reference to the exempting language, stating it is "a quantity

in excess of 60,000 cigarettes, which bear no evidence of the payment of

applicable State or local cigarette taxes ....if the State or local government

requires a stamp ... " (emphasis added). The placement of this exception

within the definition of the crime, though not dispositive, strongly suggests

that it is an element rather than an affirmative defense.

Nor, as the government suggests, is non-Native American status any

less an element of the offense for being implicit, rather than explicit, in the

language of the CCTA. The government wrongly suggests that a factor not

explicitly set forth in a statute cannot be treated as an element of an offense.

Gov. Reply Br. at 48. In fact, the Courts have, on many occasions, found an

element implicit in an offense even where the element is entirely omitted

from the statutory language. See e.g., United States v. United States Gypsum

Co. 438 U.S. 422, 438 (1978) (finding intent requirement implicitly an

element of criminal antitrust offense, stating "[c]ertainly far more than the

simple omission of the appropriate phrase from the statutory definition is

necessary to justify dispensing with an intent requirement); United States v.

Boaz, 558 F.3d 800 (8th Cir. 2009)(in determining whether crime constituted
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a predicate felony under 18 U.S.C. § 924, court treated lack of consent as an

implicit element of Arizona's auto theft statute).

The district court and Government also wrongly conclude that Native

American status under the CTTA - a federal criminal statute - should be

governed by the language of the state tax law, which places the burden of

proving that cigarettes are not taxable on the person in possession of the

cigarettes. Gov. Reply Br. at 48. This burden-shifting language, whatever its

viability in the civil context, cannot be applied in the context of a federal

criminal statute merely because it nicely "dovetails" the state statute. The

constitutional concerns that exist in the criminal context - such as due

process and presumption of innocence - distinguish it from the civil context.

Harris v. Mexican Specialty Foods, Inc., 564 F.3d 1301, 1312 fn 9 (11th Cir.

2009) ("greater due process protection is required in the criminal context

than in the civil context."). Further, a government entity has broader

authority "to operate both substantively and procedurally in the civil as

opposed to the criminal (i.e. punitive) context." Doe v. City of Lafayette,

Ind., 377 F.3d 757, 767 n.8 (th Cit 2004)(citing Mary M. Cheh,

Constitutional Limits on Using Civil Remedies To Achieve Criminal Law

Objectives: Understanding and Transcending the Criminal-Civil Law

Distinction, 42 Hastings L.J. 1325,1343-44 (1991)).
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As the Government concedes, Congress recognized the CTTA was

"not intended to affect the sale by Indians or Indian tribes acting in

accordance with legally established rights" (Gov. Reply Br. at 50). Indeed,

as pointed out in our opening brief, under the Indian Trader Laws (25 U.S.C.

§ 261), reservation Native American purchasers are exempt from state tax.

The exemption of such purchasers is a matter of federal statutory and

constitutional imperative; requiring a criminal defendant to prove that he

sold untaxed cigarettes to a person who is a member of this exempt class

violates due process by requiring the defendant to disprove a fact the non

existence of which precludes prosecution.

The Government's argument that this interpretation would require the

Government "to plead and prove non-Native American status even in cases

in which the underlying events had no arguable connection to Native

American reservations or Native Americans" (Gov. Reply Br. at 50) is

specious. New York Tax Law § 471 provides that a tax is imposed "on all

cigarettes possessed in the state by any person for sale, except that no tax

shall be imposed on cigarettes sold under such circumstances that this state

is without power to impose such tax" (emphasis added). The state is without

power to tax Native Americans who purchase cigarettes on their

reservations; no one contends that the state is without authority to impose a
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tax on, to use the government's example, "members of traditional La Cosa

Nostra crime families" (Gov. Reply Br. at 50). Thus, the Government would

obviously not be required to prove or plead non-Native American status in

such a prosecution or in any prosecution involving conduct occurring

outside sovereign Native American territory.

The district court's error cannot, contrary to the Government's

contention (Gov. Reply Br. at 51-52) be deemed harmless. The court

instructed the jury that "A sale by Peace Pipe or SMOKERSDEN.COM of

what otherwise would be contraband cigarettes to Native American(s) is not

illegal." It then effectively instructed the jurors to presume that the sales

were to non-Native Americans. While the court's omission of an element of

the offense is subject to harmless error analysis, the error is harmless only if

it is "clear beyond a reasonable doubt that a rational jury would have found

the defendant guilty absent the error." Neder v. United States, 517 U.S. 1, 18

(1999).

The government fails address the critical question of whether it could

have proven beyond a reasonable doubt that cigarettes were sold to non

Native Americans, instead asserting the error was harmless because no

reasonable jury could have found the cigarettes were sold for personal use

(Gov. Reply Br. at 52). That places the cart before the horse; the critical
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question is whether the Government could have met its burden of proving

the non-Native American status of the purchasers. No evidence was

produced at trial regarding the Native American status of the cigarette

purchasers, whether "big" or small. Thus, it cannot be said with any degree

of certainty, and it is certainly not "clear beyond a reasonable doubt," that

the jury would have found Mr. Morrison guilty but for the error. Neder, 517

u.s. at 18.

Point Six

THE TRIAL COURT CONSTRUCTIVELY
AMENDED COUNT EIGHT WHEN IT

INSTRUCTED THE JURY, OVER OBJECTION,
THAT IT SHOULD DETERMINE WHETHER THE

CHARGED FIREARM "WAS SHIPPED OR
TRANSPORTED IN INTERSTATE OR FOREIGN
COMMERCE," WHEN COUNT EIGHT IN FACT

CHARGED THAT MORRISON DID "KNOWINGLY
AND INTENTIONALLY POSSESS [THE FIREARM)
IN AND AFFECTING INTERSTATE COMMERCE"

Morrison was indicted in Count Eight under one theory of prosecution

included within 18 U.S.C. § 922(g) - that he possessed the gun "in and

affecting interstate commerce" - and he was convicted under a different

theory - that the firearm was "shipped or transported in interstate or foreign

commerce."? The government responds that the latter theory is included

7 18 U.S.C. § 922(g) provides that it is unlawful for any person:
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within the former, which has been interpreted to be a "term of art that

indicates a Congressional intent to assert its full commerce clause power,"

Gov. Reply Br. at 56 (quoting United States v. Carter, 981 F.2d 645,647 (2d

Cir. 1992), citing Scarborough v. United States, 431 U.S. 563, 571 (1977».

As we point out in our opening brief, however, all the relevant Second

Circuit cases rely ultimately on Scarborough. Scarborough interpreted the

scope of the "in commerce or affecting commerce" language of 18 U.S.C.

App. § 1202(a), which was part of Title VII of the Omnibus Crime Control

Act, and the Scarborough Court took pains to distinguish the hastily drafted

language of Title VII from the careful consideration given to the language

used in Title IV of the same Act, including § 922(g). See Morrison's

Consolidated Br. at 123-26.

Moreover, the only way a person could violate the statute at issue in

Scarborough was by "receiv[ing], possess[ing], or transport[ing a firearm] in

commerce or affecting commerce ..." and the Court's expansive

interpretation of the italicized language to reflect Congress's "intent to assert

its full Commerce Clause power" (Carter, supra) at least was an internally

consistent interpretation because it did not conflict with or render

to ship or transport in interstate or foreign commerce, or
possess in or affecting commerce, any firearm or
ammunition; or to receive any firearm or ammunition
which has been shipped or transported in interstate or
foreign commerce.
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8

meaningless, other statutory language. The same cannot be said of the

government's similar interpretation of the "in or affecting commerce"

language of § 922(g); if this language reflects Congress's "intent to assert its

full Commerce clause power" then why did Congress include two additional

ways the statute can be violated? The government's interpretation simply

makes no sense because it gives no independent significance to these two

additional theories of prosecution, thus violating the fundamental tenet of

statutory construction that every word of a statute be given meaning, if

possible. Rosado v. Wyman, 397 U.S. 397 (1970).

The government's interpretation is nonsensical for the additional

reason that the indicted theory forbids the defendant to "possess [a firearm]

in or affecting commerce," yet the theory upon which the case went to the

jury does not require the defendant to do anything with respect to commerce

so long as anyone transported the weapon at any previous time in interstate

commerce; clearly the case went to the jury on a theory under which the

grand jury had not indicted Morrison. 8

The government argues that the defendant's interpretation "would also lead to a
redundancy in the statute: the possession provision would substantially overlap with the
'ship or transport' provision," and the government gives this example:

For example, a defendant who carried a firearm while traveling in interstate
commerce -- the most obvious way that a defendant could possess a firearm "in or
affecting commerce" under Morrison's definition -- would also be transporting
the firearm. Gov. Reply Br. at 58.
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We recognize there is precedent that expansively reads the "in or

affecting commerce" language, but this precedent relies on Scarborough's

interpretation of a different statute contained in a different Title of the

Omnibus Crime Control Act and simply ignores Scarborough's careful

effort to distinguish that statute and that Title from Title IV of the same Act,

of which § 922(g) is a part. The carefully chosen language of § 922(g),

providing three alternate ways of violating the statute, should not be

afforded the same loose interpretation as the Court in Scarborough said was

appropriate for interpreting the language of 18 U.S.C. App. § 1202(a) -

which provided only one path to a violation. Cf United States v.

Weingarten, 632 F.3d 60 (2d Cir. 2011) (restrictively interpreting 18 U.S.C.

§ 2423(b) -- prohibiting "travel]'] in foreign commerce" for the purpose of

engaging in unlawful sexual activity -- to not proscribe conduct that occurs

wholly outside the United States).

Where, as here, this Court has misinterpreted Supreme Court

precedent leading to an unreasonable and unsupportable result, litigants may

call upon this Court to correct its error. We therefore respectfully ask the

panel that hears this appeal to poll the active judges of the Court and hold

The government's example, however, simply illustrates the unremarkable proposition
that a defendant's conduct may sometimes violate more than one subsection of a
statute. Such partial overlap, however, does not render entirely meaningless a theory
of prosecution contained within the statute; the government's interpretation does.
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that the district court erred when it instructed the jury it could convict

Morrison if it found that the charged gun "has been shipped or transported in

interstate or foreign commerce," when the grand jury charged Morrison with

having "possessed [the firearm] in or affecting commerce."

CONCLUSION

For all the foregoing reasons and those stated in Morrison's opening

brief, the Court should affirm the district court's dismissal of Count Two or,

if not, grant a new trial thereon. The Court should reverse the conviction

under Count Eight and dismiss the charge or grant a new trial thereon. In

the alternative, the Court should remand for resentencing without

consideration of acquitted conduct.
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